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Abstract

useful notion in practice, a problem is Dynamically Controllable if the agent can build a consistent decision online, as
the scenario is incrementally revealed.
This paper examines the two notions of controllability that
have received less attention in the literature to date. We ﬁrst
consider Weak Controllability. We present two sound and
complete algorithms for checking Weak Controllability of
DTPUs. The ﬁrst algorithm needs to examine only a limited number of scenarios, but operates only on a restricted
class of problems. The second algorithm is fully general,
but is more expensive in terms of space. We then consider
Dynamic Controllability. We present a complete algorithm
for testing such property for the Temporal Constraint Satisfaction Problem with Uncertainty (TCSPU), a restriction of
the DTPU that permits some amount of disjunctivity. Complexity results are presented for all three algorithms. Proofs
have been omitted due to space limitations.

The Temporal Constraint Satisfaction Problem with Uncertainty (TCSPU) and its disjunctive generalization, the Disjunctive Temporal Problem with Uncertainty (DTPU), are
quantitative models for temporal reasoning that account simultaneously for disjunctive constraints and for events not
under the control of the executing agent. Such a problem is
Weakly Controllable if in each possible scenario the agent
can ﬁnd a decision for that scenario that satisﬁes all the constraints; further, a problem is Dynamically Controllable if the
agent can build a consistent decision online, as the scenario
is incrementally revealed. We ﬁrst consider Weak Controllability. We present two sound and complete algorithms for
checking Weak Controllability of DTPUs. The ﬁrst algorithm
needs to examine only a limited number of scenarios, but operates only on a restricted class of problems. The second algorithm is fully general, but is more expensive in terms of
space. We then consider Dynamic Controllability. We present
a complete algorithm for testing this property for TCSPUs.
Complexity results are presented for all three algorithms.

Background
Simple Temporal Problems with Uncertainty

Introduction

A Simple Temporal Problem with Uncertainty (STPU) (Vidal and Fargier 1998) is an STP in which uncertainty is
allowed. Exogenous forces referred to as ‘Nature’ choose
the value of uncontrollable time-point variables. Nature
will ensure that the value of an uncontrollable variable (i.e.,
event) respects a single contingent constraint λ − X ∈ [a, b]
where X is a controllable variable, λ is the uncontrollable
variable, and a ≥ 0. An STPU is deﬁned as a tuple
< Vc , Vu , C, Cu >, where Vc and Vu are the sets of controllable and uncontrollable variables, respectively, C is a
ﬁnite set of binary temporal constraints over Vc ∪ Vu , and
Cu ⊆ C is the set of contingent constraints, one for each
element of Vu .
Given an STPU P , a decision (or control sequence) d is
an assignment to the controllable variables of P , a situation
(or realisation) w is a set of durations on contingent constraints (set of elements of contingent intervals). A schedule
is a complete assignment to the variables of P , i.e., it is a
decision combined with a situation. We say that a schedule
is viable if it is consistent with all the constraints. Sol(P ) is
the set of all viable schedules of P . A projection Pw corresponding to situation w is the STP obtained replacing each
contingent constraint with its duration in w. Proj(P ) is the

The Simple Temporal Problem (STP) (Dechter, Meiri, and
Pearl 1991) is a celebrated success of constraint-based temporal reasoning. Since its introduction, various efforts
have extended the expressiveness of the STP, in order to
model more realistic scheduling and planning situations.
Among these extensions is the Disjunctive Temporal Problem with Uncertainty (DTPU) (Venable and Yorke-Smith
2005; Peintner, Venable, and Yorke-Smith 2007). The
DTPU permits non-convex and non-binary constraints, and
also accounts for time-points not under the control of the executing agent; these are called uncontrollable time-points.
Prior work deﬁned three concepts of controllability of
DTPUs—Strong, Weak, and Dynamic—and studied Strong
Controllability. A problem is Strongly Controllable if the
executing agent can ﬁnd one decision that satisﬁes all the
constraints under all scenarios of the uncontrollable timepoints. A problem is Weakly Controllable if in each possible
scenario the agent can ﬁnd a decision for that scenario that
satisﬁes all of the constraints. Finally, and perhaps the most
c 2010, Association for the Advancement of Artiﬁcial
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Disjunctive Temporal Problems with Uncertainty

set of all projections of P . A strategy S maps every projection Pw into a schedule including w. A viable strategy S:
Proj(P ) → Sol(P ) maps every projection Pw into a schedule ∈ Sol(P ) including w.
When uncontrollable variables are present the issue of
consistency is replaced by that of controllability. There
are three levels of controllability. In problems that exhibit
Strong Controllability, there exists a time assignment to all
executable variables that ensures all constraints will be satisﬁed whatever Nature’s realisation of the uncontrollable
events. Weak Controllability, instead, ensures the existence
of a solution for each complete situation likely to arise in the
external world. Dynamic Controllability, ﬁnally, best suits
dynamic applications, where the effective task durations are
only observed as far as execution progresses.
An algorithm for checking Weak Controllability of STPUs (Vidal and Fargier 1998) uses the polynomial test for
Strong Controllability, in addition to the concepts of Pseudocontrollability and Weak Controllability on bounds. An
STPU is pseudo-controllable iff in the minimal network of
the associated STP (i.e., considering the STPU as an STP
forgetting about the distinction between contingent and executable events) no interval on a contingent constraint is tightened. Instead, an STPU is weakly controllable on bounds if
∀w ∈ {l1 , u1 } × {l2 , u2 } × · · · × {lk , uk }, where k is the
number of contingent constraints and li , ui are the lower and
upper bounds respectively of the contingent constraint Ci ,
there exists a strategy S such that S(Pw ) is a solution of Pw .
In determining controllability, pseudo-controllability is used
as a pre-processing step, since if an STPU is weakly controllable then it is also pseudo-controllable. The converse
is not always true. For Weak Controllability on bounds, it
is proved that an STPU is weakly controllable if and only
if it is weakly controllable on bounds (Vidal and Fargier
1998). Hence, to test Weak Controllability it is sufﬁcient
to test Weak Controllability on bounds.
A dynamic execution strategy assigns a time to each controllable variable that may depend on the outcomes of contingent constraints in the past, but not on those in the future. It is shown in Morris and Muscettola (2001) that determining Dynamic Controllability for STPUs is tractable,
and an algorithm is presented that runs in polynomial time
under the assumption that the size of constraints were
bounded. The algorithm involves repeated checking of
pseudo-controllability. In this paper we will describe an extension of the Morris et al. approach to TCSPUs.
Morris and Muscettola (2005) proposed a more uniform,
but less intuitive, formulation of the reductions used in the
Dynamic Controllability algorithm. An alternative representation is introduced for STPUs called labelled distance
graph. With this representation is possible to provide a
strongly polynomial algorithm that tests Dynamic Controllability for STPUs in O(n5 ) where n is the number of variables. A more efﬁcient algorithm (O(n4 )) is given in Morris
(2006). It reasons in terms of the absence of a particular type
of negative cycle. This is analogous to the consistency of ordinary STP in terms of the absence of negative cycles in the
distance graph. In another work, Shah and Williams (2008)
study incremental dynamic execution of STPUs.

The Disjunctive Temporal Problem (DTP) generalizes the
STP by permitting disjunctions of time-point variables in the
constraints (Tsamardinos and Pollack 2003). A DTP with
Uncertainty (DTPU) (Venable and Yorke-Smith 2005) allows for both disjunctive constraints and contingent events.
It permits constraints with two or more STPU constraints.
We will sometimes call a disjunction the DTPU constraint
and a disjunct the STPU constraint.
As deﬁned in Peintner, Venable, and Yorke-Smith (2007),
a DTPU is a tuple < Vc , Vu , C, Cu >, where Vc and Vu are
the sets of controllable and uncontrollable variables, respectively, C is a ﬁnite set of disjunctive temporal constraints
over Vc ∪ Vu , and Cu ⊆ C is the set of binary contingent
constraints, one for each element of Vu .
An exact solution of a DTPU, s = sc ∪ su is a complete
assignment to all the variables V = Vc ∪ Vu that satisﬁes all
constraints in C. The controllable part of the solution sc is
the decision; the uncontrollable part su is the realisation.
In addition to constraints of type S (simple STP constraints), Sc (contingent STPU constraints) and Se (executable STPU constraints), a DTPU features the types
(Peintner, Venable, and Yorke-Smith 2007):
1. DTP (D): A disjunction of two or more STP constraints
(e.g., “The image action must be ended 2 minutes before
drilling begins (controllable) or the image action must be
started after drilling begins (controllable)”).
2. Executable DTPU (De ): A disjunction of two or more
executable STPU disjuncts (e.g., “The image action must
end 2 minutes before drilling ends (uncontrollable) or the
image action must start at least 1 minute after drilling ends
(uncontrollable)”).
3. Mixed executable DTPU (Dme ): A disjunction of STP
and executable STPU constraints (e.g., “The image action
must end before drilling starts (controllable) or the image
action must start at least 1 minute after drilling ends (uncontrollable)”).
4. Contingent DTPU (Dc ): A disjunction of two or more
contingent STPU constraints. Nature chooses which disjunct will be satisﬁed. (e.g., “Drilling can take 5–10 minutes or 15–20, depending on the equipment installed”).
If the set Dc of disjunctive contingent constraints of a
DTPU P is empty, we call P a Simple-Natured DTPU.
Given a DTPU P , a situation w is a set of durations on
contingent constraints. A schedule is a complete assignment
to the variables of P . A schedule is viable if it is consistent
with all the constraints. Sol(P ) is the set of all viable schedules of P . Thus Sol(P ) is also the set of all exact solutions
of the DTP obtained by treating all contingent constraints of
P as executable constraints. A projection Pw corresponding to situation w is the DTP obtained replacing each contingent constraint with its duration in w. Proj(P ) is the set
of all projections of P . A strategy S maps every projection Pw into a schedule including w. A viable strategy S:
Proj(P ) → Sol(P ) maps every projection Pw into a schedule ∈ Sol(P ) including w.
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In Peintner, Venable, and Yorke-Smith (2007), a sound
and complete algorithm to determine whether Strong Controllability holds for a DTPU is given. In this paper we will
address Weak Controllability and Dynamic Controllability
on a restricted class: namely Temporal Constraint Satisfaction Problems with uncertainty.
A Temporal Constraint Satisfaction with Uncertainty
(TCSPU) permits constraints with two or more STPU constraints, but limits the disjunctivity by stipulating the multiple constraints must have the same two variables in their
scopes. Formally, a TCSPU is a tuple < Vc , Vu , C, Cu >,
where Vc and Vu are respectively the sets of controllable and
uncontrollable variables, C is a ﬁnite set of binary disjunctive temporal constraints over Vc ∪ Vu , and Cu ⊆ C is the
set of binary contingent constraints, one for each element of
Vu . Since DTPUs are a generalization of TCSPUs, the deﬁnitions given above for DTPUs applies to TCSPUs as well.
As for STPUs, a dynamic execution strategy of TCSPUs
assigns a time to each controllable variable that may depend
on the outcomes of contingent constraints in the past, but not
on those in the future. Let us recall the following standard
notation: [S(Pw )]x is the time assigned to executable variable x by schedule S(Pw ) and [S(Pw )]≺x (called the history
of x in S(Pw )) is the set of durations corresponding to contingent events which have occurred before [S(Pw )]x .
Deﬁnition 1 (Dynamic Controllability of TCSPUs) A
TCSPU P is dynamically controllable if and only if ∃ a
strategy S such that ∀ Pw ∈ P roj(P ), S(Pw ) is a solution
of Pw (i.e., S is viable) and ∀P1 , P2 ∈ P roj(P ):

D

[4,6]

D

[5,5] ∨ [7,7]

[1,2]

I

Figure 1: A weakly controllable DTPU. D is the only uncontrollable event, white arrows represent executable constraints, the black arrow represents a contingent constraint.
If a DTPU P is Simple-Natured then we can prove that
P is weakly controllable if it contains a weakly controllable
component STPU.
Theorem 1 Let P be a Simple-Natured DTPU and Ps a
component STPU of P. If Ps is weakly controllable then P is
weakly controllable as well.
The contrary does not hold, for example the DTPU of
Figure 1 is weakly controllable, in fact considering D = 0,
if D = 4 then I = 5 satisﬁes all constraints, while if
D = 5 then I = 7 does and, ﬁnally if D = 6 then I = 7
satisﬁes all constraints. but both the STPU components are
not weakly controllable.

[S(P1 )]≺x = [S(P2 )]≺x =⇒ [S(P1 )]x = [S(P2 )]x

Vidal and Fargier (1998) prove that a STPU is weakly controllable if and only if it is weakly controllable on
bounds. This does not hold for DTPUs.
For example, if we reconsider a DTPU as the one of Figure 1, except for the interval on constraint I − D that is
now [1, 1], it is easy to see that it is weakly controllable on
bounds but it is not weakly controllable.
Intuitively, some situations may be supported only by elements not included in the disjunctions. We thus need a to
adapt the deﬁnition of Weak Controllability on bounds to the
context of DTPUs

Various temporal formalisms are cousins of the DTPU.
For instance, Tsamardinos, Vidal, and Pollack (2003) study
controllability of Conditional Temporal Problems, while
Efﬁnger et al. (2009) study Dynamic Controllability of Temporal Plan Networks.

Weak Controllability of a DTPU
In this section we propose two algorithms that solve the
problem of testing Weak Controllability of DTPUs. The ﬁrst
algorithm exploits and extends the concept of Weak Controllability on bounds. The second algorithm employs two
steps: the ﬁrst step ﬁnds all possible schedules that satisfy
the DTP obtained by treating all contingent constraints as
executable constraint. The second step searches through the
space of realisations (i.e., all possible instantiations of contingent constraints) to ascertain whether each realisation is
contained in at least one of the satisfying schedules.

Deﬁnition 3 (WC on bounds w.r.t. a constraint) A DTPU
P is weakly controllable on bounds with respect to one of
its contingent constraint Ci if ∀w ∈ [l1 . . . u1 ] × · · · ×
{li , ui } × · · · × [lk . . . uk ], where k is the number of contingent constraints and li , ui are the lower and upper bound
of the contingent constraint Ci , there exist a strategy S such
that S(Pw ) is a solution of Pw .
The ﬁrst approach we propose consists of checking if P
is weakly controllable on bounds w.r.t. each constraints Ci
and, if it is so, then to verify that the DTPUs, obtained by
replacing Ci with its bounds, have a common weakly controllable component STPU. If there are weakly controllable
component STPUs in common then we will build a weakly
controllable component STPU of P . If there are not such
weakly controllable component STPUs then we split the domain of Ci into two smaller domains treating them like two
different contingent constraints and act recursively.

Weak Controllability on Bounds for DTPUs
For the ﬁrst algorithm we are not going to consider disjunctions of two or more contingent constraints. Indeed, uncertain non-convex durations are relatively rare.
We can deﬁne Weak Controllability of DTPUs similarly
to the one for STPUs:
Deﬁnition 2 (Weak Controllability of DTPUs) A DTPU
P is weakly controllable if and only if ∃ a strategy S such
that ∀Pw ∈ Proj(P ), S(Pw ) is a solution of Pw .
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Algorithm 1 DTPU-WC-Bounds

Theorem 2 Let P be a Simple-Natured DTPU and Ci be a
contingent constraint of P . Let Pli be the DTPU obtained
tightening the constraint Ci to its lower bound li and Pui
be the one obtained tightening that constraint to its upper
bound ui . If both Pli and Pui are weakly controllable and if
they have a common weakly controllable component STPU
then P is weakly controllable as well.

DTPU-WC(SC , CD , CS )
1: if SC =  then
2: sol ← DTP-Solutions(CD , CS ) {it’s a DTP: solve and return its solutions}
3:
if sol =  then return ( , false)
{not WC}
4:
else return (sol , true) {this DTP is consistent, return the set of solutions }
5: else
6:
choose and remove Ci from SC {Ci is a simple contingent constraint}
7:
CS ← CS ∪ {Xi1 − Xi2 ∈ [li , li ]}
{Ci is in the form

Exploiting Weak Controllability on bounds:

{Xi1 − Xi2 ∈ [li , ui ]} }

DTPU-WC-Bounds

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

The result in the previous section suggests a way to test
the Weak Controllability of a DTPU. We can check Weak
Controllability of Pli and Pui recursively by tightening respectively to its lower and upper bound one by one each remaining contingent constraint. When there are no more constraints to tighten we have DTPs and we can check consistency for those. By verifying the intersection of their sets of
solutions, without considering the last contingent constraint
that cannot be the same in the solutions of Pli and Pui , we
can decide Weak Controllability for the last DTPU.
If the intersection is empty, then we must split the domain
of Ci into two smaller domains obtaining two different DTPUs. if both of them are weakly controllable then we can
say that the initial DTPU is weakly controllable.
In what follows we will use the following notation: we
will denote with SC the set of contingent single disjunct
constraints, with CD the set of multi-disjunct constraints
(D ∪ De ∪ Dme ), and with CS all others (S ∪ Se ). DTPUWC-Bounds receives as input the three sets of constraints and
returns the set of component STPUs that are weakly controllable and whether the DTPU is weakly controllable or not;
if there is no weakly controllable component STPU then it
returns an empty set. The algorithm is composed by two mutually recursive functions, DTPU-WC and CheckIntersection.
DTPU-WC checks if there are contingent constraints to be
processed. If there are none then it returns all the solutions
of the current associated DTP. Otherwise it checks Weak
Controllability on bounds for current DTPU by choosing a
contingent constraint and replacing it with its lower (resp.
upper) bound obtaining two different DTPUs, L and U . If
both of them are weakly controllable then the initial DTPU
is weakly controllable on bounds and the algorithm must
verify with CheckIntersection if they have a common component STPUs.
Pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1. Line 1 is the exit
condition for the recursion that is triggered when a full realisation is built, in this case all the contingent constraints
have been instantiated. The DTPU becomes a classical DTP
and Weak Controllability is equivalent to classical consistency. If the DTP is consistent then it is weakly controllable
and (line 4) we return the set of solutions in form of STPs,
otherwise (line 3) we return an empty set followed by the
fact that it is not weakly controllable.
If there are contingent constraints then a contingent constraint Ci is removed from SC and replaced with its lower
bound, DTPU-WC checks Weak Controllability and does the
same for the upper bound. If the presence of a non-weakly
controllable DTPU is detected then the execution is stopped
and DTPU-WC returns ( , false) (lines 9 and 12).

L ← DTPU-WC(SC , CD , CS )
if L = ( , false) then return ( , false) {found inconsistent DTP}
CS ← CS ∪ {Xi1 − Xi2 ∈ [ui , ui ]}
U ← DTPU-WC(SC , CD , CS )
{found inconsistent
if U = ( , false) then return ( , false)
DTP}

13:

return CheckIntersection(SC , CD , CS , li , ui , L, U )

CheckIntersection(SC , CD , CS , li , ui , L, U )
1: if L ∩ U =  then return ((L ∩ U )[Ci ← [li , ui ]] , true)
2: if ui − li = 1 then return ( , true) {li and ui are consecutive, there is
nothing to split}

3: choose a ki such that li < ki < ui {there is no WC STPU component,}
4: CS ← CS ∪ {Xi1 − Xi2 ∈ [ki , ki ]} {so we need to split the contingent
constraint in two parts}

5: K ← DTPU-WC(SC , CD , CS )
6: if K = ( , false) then return ( , false)

{a part is not weakly

controllable}

7: inf ← CheckIntersection(SC , CD , CS , li , ki , L, K)
8: sup ← CheckIntersection(SC , CD , CS , ki , ui , K, U )
9: if inf = ( , false) AND sup = ( , false) then
{the two parts are WC and so the whole is WC}
10:
return ( , true)
else return( , false)

Once DTPU-WC has checked Weak Controllability on
bounds it has to call CheckIntersection to be sure that Weak
Controllability is ensured (line 13).
Procedure CheckIntersection veriﬁes that the intersections
of weakly controllable component STPUs of the DTPUs obtained tightening the constraint Ci to its lower and upper
bounds are not empty (line 1). In this case we have at least
a component STPU for the initial DTPU that is weakly controllable and so we return the set of all weakly controllable
components adding Ci to each of them.
Otherwise, if the intersection is empty, we have to split the
interval of Ci into two different intervals (line 3) and check
the two obtained DTPUs recursively (lines 7 and 8).
If Ci cannot be further split and the two DTPUs corresponding to the li branch and ui branch are weakly controllable then if we join li and ui into a single contingent
constraint we obtain a weakly controllable DTPU. However,
in addition to returning ‘true’, we also return an empty set
of supporting STPUs (since there is not a common weakly
controllable component STPU, line 2).
Example 1 Consider the DTPU of Figure 2, which has two
uncontrollable variables: D and A . For the sake of compactness we call C1 constraint A − A ∈ [4, 6] and C2
constraint D − D ∈ [0, 5]. Moreover we call d1 disjunct
D − A ∈ [5, 5], d2 disjunct D − A ∈ [7, 7], d3 disjunct
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B

[3,5]

B

[2,5]
[0,6]
A

[4,6]

[5,5] ∨ [7,7]

lable component STPUs of the DTPU formed from A − A ∈
[5, 5] and those of DTPU U1 is non-empty, so the DTPU with
A − A ∈ [5, 6] is weakly controllable. The other intersection, however, is empty, and so we should split A − A ∈
[4, 5]. Since it cannot be split, CheckIntersection can say that
the DTPU with A − A ∈ [4, 5] is weakly controllable.
Finally, since we have obtained two weakly controllable
DTPUs, and we can join the split contingent constraint, the
initial DTPU is weakly controllable.



B  − A ∈ [1, 7] ∨
A − B ∈ [2, 8]

A

We will now prove completeness and soundness of DTPUWC-Bounds w.r.t. testing if a Simple-Natured DTPU is weak-

D

[1,2]

ly controllable. We start by demonstrating a useful lemma.
Lemma 1 Let P be a DTPU. For all strategies S ∃Pw ∈
Proj(P ) such that S(Pw ) is not a solution of Pw (w.r.t. Weak
Controllability) if and only if ∃Pw ∈ Proj(P ) such that ∀
strategy S, S(Pw ) is not a solution of Pw .
In other words, Lemma 1 says that a DTPU P is not weakly controllable if and only if there exists a projection Pw on
which all the strategies fail.
Using the Lemma, it is possible to show that DTPU-WCBounds is both sound and complete.
Theorem 3 (Completeness) Let P be a DTPU. If P is
weakly controllable then DTPU-WC-Bounds on P returns
‘true’.

[0,5]
D

Figure 2: A weakly controllable DTPU.
B  − A ∈ [1, 7], and d4 disjunct A − B ∈ [2, 8].
Let us simulate the execution of DTPU-WC-Bounds on this
problem. First DTPU-WC chooses a contingent constraint,
for example C1 , and replaces it with A − A ∈ [4, 4]
and then it replaces the other contingent constraint with
D − D ∈ [0, 0]. The DTP P1 obtained in this way is consistent. Its STP solutions are two: s1 is the STP formed by
all the initial variables, all the non-disjunctive executable
constraint between them, the constraint A − A ∈ [4, 4], the
constraint D −D ∈ [0, 0] and the disjuncts d1 and d3 , while
s2 differs from s1 only because d3 is replaced with d4 . Now
DTPU-WC replaces D  − D ∈ [0, 0] with D  − D ∈ [5, 5]
obtaining another consistent DTP, P2 , whose solutions are
again s1 and s2 . The intersection between the two sets
of solutions is non-empty, which means that the STPU obtained by replacing the contingent constraint D − D with
D − D ∈ [0, 5] in s1 and the one obtained by replacing
that same constraint in s2 are weakly controllable. Thus the
DTPU L1 obtained by replacing the contingent constraint
D −D with D −D ∈ [0, 5] in P1 (or in P2 ; we call it L1 because it is the one obtained by replacing the ﬁrst contingent
constraint with its lower bound) has two weakly controllable
component STPUs and thus it is weakly controllable.
The execution proceeds to consider A − A ∈ [6, 6] and
D − D ∈ [0, 0]. The DTP obtained, P3 , has the following
solutions: s3 that differs from s1 only because of the disjunctive constraints (s3 considers d2 and d3 ), and s4 , that
differs from s3 only because d3 is replaced with d4 . Next
replacing D − D ∈ [5, 5], DTPU-WC obtains P4 , which has
solutions s3 and s4 again. Thus, as it was for the DTPU L1
of the ﬁrst branch, the DTPU U1 (i.e., the one obtained by
tightening the ﬁrst contingent constraint to its upper bound)
is weakly controllable.
The intersection between {s1 , s2 } and {s3 , s4 } is empty,
so CheckIntersection needs to split C1 replacing it with A −
A ∈ [5, 5]. Considering the bounds of the other contingent
constraint we obtain these solutions: ﬁrst {s3 , s4 } and then
again {s3 , s4 }.
Now the intersection between the sets of weakly control-

Theorem 4 (Soundness) Let P be a DTPU. If DTPU-WCBounds on P returns ‘true’ then P is weakly controllable.
The complexity of DTPU-WC-Bounds depends on:
• n, the number of variables
• e, the total number of disjunctive constraints, D + De +
Dme .
• d, the maximum number of disjuncts per constraint
• q = |SC |, the number of simple contingent constraints
• w, the maximum domain size of contingent constraint
The worst case time complexity of the algorithm is when
each situation is supported by different disjuncts. In this case
there are never common component STPUs and the ﬁnal tree
of solutions is a complete tree with O(wq ) leaves. For each
leaf we solve a DTP, which requires time O(de ∗n2 ). Hence,
total complexity is O(wq ∗ de ∗ n2 ). The space required to
store the set of STPs corresponding to a leaf is O(de ∗ e)
in the worst case. When DTPU-WC-Bounds is checking an
intersection, the sets of solutions that are stored are O(q) in
size. Thus the worst case space complexity is O(de ∗ e ∗
q). Note that, since for DTPU-WC-Bounds it is not necessary
to keep each STP solution separated from the others, it is
possible to design an implementation that reduces the space
complexity by joining the space of two STP solutions that
differ only on a disjunct.
We note that this algorithm can handle also DTPUs with
binary contingent constraints. In fact it is sufﬁcient to treat
their intervals as a unique big interval with lower bound the
minimal value that contingent constraint allows, and upper
bound the maximal value that contingent constraint allows.
Given this, the procedure is the same except that, while
choosing k, at line 3 of CheckIntersection, we must choose
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Algorithm 2 DTPU-WC-Search

of the recursion.
The ﬁrst three lines of Phase II initialize the variables for
the search. V holds the set of contingent constraints that do
not yet have a value assigned to them (initially it contains
all contingent constraints). A holds the assignments to the
contingent constraints (initially empty). P contains the set
of all solutions that support the assignments in A. Given that
A starts empty, P is initialized to contain all solutions to the
underlying DTP.
At each step of the search, algorithm VerifyCoverage is
called with the current values of V , A, and P , and the support sets h. It returns a boolean value to indicate whether or
not all realisations are supported.
Line 3 is the exit condition for the recursion that triggers
when all contingent constraints have been assigned. This
represents the leaf of the recursive tree. The function isValidAssignment checks whether the realisation is an actual solution to at least one of the solutions in P . If this call returns
true, then the realisation is covered. This check could be
avoided if each assignment is propagated through the minimal networks at each step. However, delaying this step until
the end reduces theoretical complexity.
Line 4 removes a contingent constraint v from V (possibly using a heuristic). The for loop iterates through the entire
scope of v. In all cases, v is either an STPU constraint or a
binary DTPU contingent constraint (DC ). Thus, the scope
of the constraint is equivalent to all possible durations of an
uncontrollable process.
The ﬁrst step in the iteration (line 6) adds the assignment
of r to v into the set A. The second step of the iteration
(line 7) is central to the algorithm: it intersects the set P ,
which contains all solutions that support all previous assignments, with hrv , which is all solutions that support v = r
alone. If the result, P  , is not empty, then at least one solution supports the assignments in A, and the search continues
(line 9). Otherwise, false is returned which causes the algorithm to eventually exit, indicating the DTPU is not WC.
If the exit condition is reached, there is the option to store
the realisation and associated solutions (line 2). This supports an executor that desires or needs to simply look up a
schedule based on a known realisation. A compact encoding for the look up, such as a binary decision diagram, will
reduce the unavoidable storage space required.
As for the previous algorithm, we now proceed to state
completeness and soundness results.

DTPU-WC-Search(CN , CO )
Phase I: Find all possible solutions and setup search
1: S ← DTP-Solutions(Q) { ﬁnd all solutions (minimal networks) to underlying
DTP }

2: ∀s ∈ S, sc ← CN [s]
{ projection of s on all contingent constraints, CN }
3: let [mli , mui ] be the minimal network bounds of constraint Ci
in sc
4: ∀s ∈ S, ∀Ci ∈ sc , ∀r ∈ [mli , mui ], add s to set hri
Phase II: verify that S contains entire realisation space
{ set of contingent constraints yet to be assigned }
5: let V ← CN
6: let A ←  { a map of assignments from a variable v ∈ V to a value r in contingent
constraint bounds }

7: Let P ← S
{ running set of solutions that support all assignments }
8: return VerifyCoverage(V , A, P , h)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

VerifyCoverage(V , A, P , h)
if V =  then
(optional) store A → P
return isValidAssignment(A, P )
{choose and remove any v from V }
V ← V − {v}
for each r ∈ scope(v) do
A ← A ∪ {v = r}
{assign r to v}
{reduce P to only solutions that contain v = r}
P  ← P ∩ hrv
if P  =  then return f alse
covered ←VerifyCoverage(V , A , P  , h)
if covered = false then return f alse
return true

a value that is allowable in the initial disjunctive contingent
constraint.

Searching the Space of Solutions: DTPU-WC-Search
The second algorithm we propose, DTPU-WC-Search, uses a
different partition of constraints: those that contain a contingent link (CN = {DC , SC }) and all others (CO ). It is
more general, since it can accommodate disjunctions of two
or more contingent constraints.
The algorithm employs two steps. The ﬁrst step ﬁnds
all possible schedules that satisfy the associated underlying DTP Q (i.e., the DTP obtained by treating all contingent constraints as executable). The second step searches
through the space of realisations (all possible instantiations
of contingent links) to ascertain whether each realisation is
contained in at least one of the satisfying schedules. The algorithm is sound and complete, but exhaustive and memory
intensive.
Pseudocode is given in Algorithm 2. Phase I of the
DTPU-WC-Search searches the underlying DTP for solutions.
When each solution is found, its minimal network is stored
(line 1). Line 4 builds a hashtable h of support sets. Each
item in the hashtable groups all solutions that support a given
realisation r of some contingent constraint Ci ; the key is the
combination of i and r.
Now that the algorithm has recorded the support for each
realisation of each contingent constraint, it must search to
ensure that each combination of realisations is supported.
This is achieved in Phase II using a simple recursive search
that assigns a value to each contingent constraint at each step

Theorem 5 (Completeness) Let P be a DTPU. If P is
weakly controllable then DTPU-WC-Search on P returns
‘true’.
Theorem 6 (Soundness) Let P be a DTPU, if DTPU-WCSearch on P returns ‘true’ then P is weakly controllable.
The complexity of DTPU-WC-Search depends on:
• n, the number of variables
• e, the total number of disjunctive constraints, D + De +
Dme + Dc .
• d, the maximum number of disjuncts per constraint
• q = |CN |, the number of contingent constraints
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• w, the maximum domain size of contingent constraint
The worst case time complexity of Phase I is the combination of solving the underlying DTP and storing each solution in the support sets. Solving a DTP requires O(de ∗ n2 ).
The worst case space complexity of this step is the space required to store the solutions: O(de ∗ e). This is disk space,
not memory; thus space rather than time is the dominates.
The second aspect of Phase I is the storage of the support
sets. This requires one operation for each minimal network
value of each contingent constraint: O(w ∗q) for each stored
solution. This is the space complexity as well. Thus, the
total time complexity of Phase I is O(de ∗ n2 + de ∗ w ∗ q).
For Phase II, the VerifyCoverage algorithm is called up to
wq times, once for each element of the combined realisation space. The only complex element within the loop is
line 7, which performs an intersection of two possibly large
sets. Both sets can possibly hold the entire set S, so the time
complexity is O(de ). The time complexity of isValidAssignment is O(de ∗n3 ), and so the total time complexity of Phase
II is O(wq ∗ (de ∗ n3 )).
For the whole algorithm, the total time complexity is
therefore O(de ∗ n2 + de ∗ w ∗ q + wq ∗ (de ∗ n3 )), and
the total space complexity is O(de ∗ e ∗ w ∗ q).

A

[p1 , q1 ] ∨ · · · ∨ [pk , qk ]

[x1 , y1 ] ∨ · · · ∨ [xm , ym ]

B

[u1 , v1 ] ∨ · · · ∨ [uz , vz ]

C

Figure 3: A triangular TCSPU involving a contingent constraint. B is the uncontrollable variable; the black arrow
represents the contingent constraint.
Deﬁnition 4 (Absolute bounds) Given a TCSPU constraint C, the absolute lower bound (absolute upper bound)
of C is the minimal bound (resp. maximal bound) of values
allowed by C.
Consistently with the literature, we assume that the absolute
lower bound of each contingent constraint is greater than 0.
We will also use the concept of a subset of a constraint:

Comparing the Two Algorithms

Deﬁnition 5 (Subsets of a constraint) Given a TCSPU
constraint C, a subset of C w.r.t. x and y, denoted as x, y,
where x and y belong to an interval of C, is deﬁned as
follows: x, y = {x ≤ z ≤ y|∃ an interval i ∈ C, z ∈ i}.

The two algorithms act on different types of problems.
DTPU-WC-Bounds accepts only Simple-Natured DTPUs,
while DTPU-WC-Search accepts all kinds of DTPUs and is
thus more general. However, we argue that, Simple-Natured
is a reasonable restriction since uncertain non-convex durations are relatively rare.
Regarding time complexity, the two algorithms have both
exponential time complexity. However if a DTPU P is
weakly controllable then VerifyCoverage is called wq times,
reaching the worst case, regardless of P . DTPU-WC-Bounds,
on the contrary, may spend less time if P has a weakly controllable component STPU becoming independent from the
maximum domain size of contingent constraint. Thus we
conjecture that DTPU-WC-Bounds behaves better in practice.
Regarding space complexity, DTPU-WC-Bounds has a better worst case complexity than DTPU-WC-Search and, moreover, since in DTPU-WC-Bounds is not necessary to keep each
STP solution separated from the others, while it is for DTPUWC-Search, a further reduction may be easily achieved.
Our future work is to implement the two algorithms and
compare them empirically on a set of benchmark DTPUs.

TCSPUs allow only binary constraints. This means that
a disjunctive constraint can be modelled as a set of intervals over two variables, like an STPU constraint with a disjunction of intervals (instead of a disjunctions of STPU constraints). This allows us to give a total order to the set of
intervals of a constraint.
Given a TCSPU constraint Xi − Xj ∈ [l1 , u1 ] ∨ · · · ∨
[ln , un ] if it is well deﬁned (i.e., if the intersection of each
pair of intervals is empty) then [li , ui ] ≺ [lj , uj ] if and only
if ui < lj .
In what follows, we will refer to Figure 3, assuming that
all the intervals are ordered (i.e., x1 , p1 and u1 are absolute
lower bounds and ym , qk and vz are absolute upper bounds).
We also assume that the TCSPU it represents is pseudocontrollable and it is in its minimal network form.
Follow reduction. First suppose that vz < 0. This is the
follow case, since C must follow B. The fact that the problem is in its minimal network form allows us to say that the
problem is dynamically controllable since B will already
have been observed at the time C is executed. Thus a viable dynamic strategy will wait for B to occur, and then it
will propagate its value and then execute C accordingly.

Dynamic Controllability of a TCSPU
In this section we propose a complete algorithm for testing Dynamic Controllability of TCSPUs. We extend the
method described in Morris and Muscettola (2001) for Dynamic Controllability of STPUs by adapting it to disjunctive
constraints. The solving strategy we will pursue is that of
making explicit the constraints that are implicit in the deﬁnition of Dynamic Controllability.

Precede reduction. If u1 ≥ 0 then the controllable variable C must always precede contingent event B. Thus any
time at which B is executed must be consistent with all possible occurrences of C. We have two cases:
• If z = 1 (i.e., B − C is a single disjunct). In this case we
apply the same rule of the algorithm for STPUs considering the contingent constraint B − A ∈ [x1 , ym ]. This is

Reductions
We start by introducing the concept of absolute bounds:
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Algorithm 3 Find the maximal subset of B − A

due to the fact that if all possible occurrences of C support
the absolute bounds of the contingent constraint then they
must support each value between them, even if not all of
these values belong to the contingent constraint. Moreover the absolute bounds must be supported in any case.

SupportedSubsets(P )
{S is the set of disjuncts of good values for C − A}
1: S ← 
2: for i ← m downto 2 do
3:
if Ixi ,ym  =  then
4:
break {if a subset of B − A involving ym is not supported then larger subsets

• If z > 1 (i.e., there is more than one disjunct on B−C). In
this case we add n new constraints with z disjuncts each,
in this way:

cannot be supported}

5:
else
6:
S ∪ (Ixi ,ym  ∩ {[yi−1 + 1, +∞]}) {add good values to S}
7: if Ix1 ,ym  then
{if x1 , ym  is supported then all values are good}
8:
S ∪ Ix1 ,ym 
9: return S

C − A ∈[y1 − v1 , x1 − u1 ] ∨ · · · ∨ [y1 − vz , x1 − uz ]
C − A ∈[y2 − v1 , x2 − u1 ] ∨ · · · ∨ [y2 − vz , x2 − uz ]
...
C − A ∈[ym − v1 , xm − u1 ] ∨ · · · ∨ [ym − vz , xm − uz ].

A, B has not yet occurred and p is not a good value, then,
if B occurs prec(xi ) time units after A we are not sure that
the problem will be consistent. Hence, if C is executed p
time units after A, and B has not yet occurred, if p is a good
value, then the problem is consistent, whenever B occurs.
In Algorithm 3 we consider only subsets x, ym  where x
is a lower bound of a disjuncts of B − A, in fact xi , ym  is
supported and a disjunct of Ixi ,ym  contains a good value,
where xi is the lower bound of a disjunct of B − A, if and
only if for each x such that xi < x ≤ yi , xi , ym  is supported and contains a good value. This is due to the fact
that if xi < x ≤ yi then prec(x) = x − 1 and the upper
bounds of the disjuncts of Ix,ym  are decreased by one unit
in Ix−1,ym  . Thus we need a jump from a lower bound xi to
the upper bound yi−1 if we want that prec(x) and the upper
bounds of Ix,ym  decrease of different values.
In the end we have a set of disjuncts S that contain the
amounts of time that we can wait after A before executing
C ensuring that, whenever B occurs, the problem will be
consistent (note that the absolute upper bound of S is less
than or equal to ym ).
Now that we have found these values, we have to check
the subsets of B − A that are supported by the negative disjuncts of B − C. We are interested in the larger x1 , y,
where y is an element of a disjuncts of B − A, that is supported by the negative disjuncts. This subset allow us to say
that we can wait the execution of B until y, i.e., if B occurs
before y + 1 time units after A then we can ﬁnd a value of
C such that the problem is consistent.
To ﬁnd this subset we consider the initial triangle of constraints without the non-negative disjuncts of B − C, we
compute the minimal network P  of this new problem. The
subset x1 , y we are searching for is the largest subset containing x1 of P  that is also a subset of the initial problem.
Let τ be the set of disjuncts deﬁned as follows:

These n constraints become a single constraint using the
intersection operation. We will call this the induced constraint from B on C − A.
In this way we ensure that each possible value for B is
consistent with all possible occurrences of C because the
ﬁrst constraint we add ensures that each possible value for
C supports the entire ﬁrst disjunct of B − A, the second
constraint ensure that each possible value for C supports
the entire second disjunct of B − A and so on.
It is possible to prove the following result.
Lemma 2 If the precede reduction causes an inconsistency
then the problem is not dynamically controllable.
Unordered reduction. If u1 < 0 and vz ≥ 0 then C may
or may not follow B. For a dynamic strategy, C has to wait
for B to be executed or for an amount of time that ensure that
any time at which B is executed must be consistent with all
possible occurrences of C.
As for the case of STPUs, for a viable dynamic strategy,
if B has not already occurred, C cannot be executed at any
time before a certain amount of time expires after A.
If ∃i such that ui < 0 ≤ vi then we can consider C as two
disjuncts: [ui , −1] ∨ [0, vi ]. This allow us to divide the set of
disjuncts of B − C in negative disjuncts (i.e., the disjuncts
that admit only values less than 0) and non-negative disjuncts (i.e., the disjuncts that admit only values grater than
or equal to 0).
Given a subset x, y of B − A, let us denote with Ix,y
the intersection between the induced constraint on x, y and
the current C − A constraint. We say that a subset x, y of
B − A is supported by the non-negative disjuncts of B − C
if Ix,y is not empty.
To calculate the values that allow us to execute C before
B, assuring us that, whenever B occurs, its value will be
consistent with the one we choose for C, we need to ﬁnd
the subsets xi , ym  of B − A (where ym is the absolute upper bound of B − A) that are supported by the non-negative
disjuncts of B − C. To ﬁnd them we use Algorithm 3.
We will now describe how Algorithm 3 works. An element p of a disjunct of Ix,ym  is good if p > prec(x)
where prec(x) is the highest xj ∈ x, ym  belonging to a
disjunct of B − A.
In line 6 we remove from the current Ixi ,ym  the values
that are not good. In fact, if C is executed p time units after

τ = S ∩ {[−∞, y]}

(1)

where y is the absolute upper bound of the subset x1 , y
found while searching the largest subset supported by negative disjuncts of B − A as described above.
Let t be the absolute lower bound of τ . We can distinguish
two different cases.
1. If y < ym and the absolute upper bound of τ is less than or
equal to x1 (or if τ is empty), then C must always occurs
before B. Thus we add the constraint C − A ∈ τ (this
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A

[1,1] ∨ [4,6] ∨ [9,11]

A
B

new wait

wait B, 7, [7, 7]
[-13,-4] ∨ [-1,24]

B, g, γ

B, t, τ 

[-13,-5] ∨ [2,8] ∨ [10,14]

C
C

[u1 , v1 ] ∨ · · · ∨ [uz , vz ]

D

Figure 5: A triangular TCSP. It represents a simple regression of waits.

Figure 4: The constraint graph of Example 2. The black
arrow represents the contingent constraint; B is the uncontrollable event. It represents an unordered reduction on a
triangular TCSPU.

from C − A the values less than x1 that C cannot take after
A. Differently from the case of STPUs, we cannot remove
the wait, because in TCSPU waits there is a disjunction that
has to be satisﬁed.

leads to an inconsistency if τ is empty). In this case we
do not add any waits;

General reduction. A general reduction is applied after a
new wait B, t, τ  is added to C − A. It is applied only if
t > x1 . Controllable variable C must either wait for B or
for t time units after A. B can occur at x1 the earliest, thus
C can occur at x1 the earliest. This induces a new constraint
on C − A: [x1 , +∞].

2. If y = ym or the absolute upper bound of τ is greater than
x1 , then C has to wait either for B to occur, or it can be
safely executed t time units after A. Thus we add the wait
B, t, τ  to the constraint C − A.
Example 2 (Unordered reduction) Let us consider this
problem: B − A ∈ [1, 1] ∨ [4, 6] ∨ [9, 11], and B − C ∈
[−13, −5]∨[2, 8]∨[10, 14], and C −A ∈ [−13, −4]∨[0, 24],
where B is the uncontrollable event. The DTPU is pseudocontrollable. Since −13 < 0 and 14 ≥ 0, this is an unordered case. To calculate S, we ﬁrst consider the subset
9, 11 of B − A. The induced constraint we ﬁrst consider
is C − A ∈ [−3, −1] ∨ [3, 7] and I9,11 = {[3, 7]}. It is
supported; S = ∪ ({[3, 7]} ∩ {[7, +∞]}) = {[7, 7]}.
We continue testing 4, 11. In this case the induced constraint is C − A ∈ [−2, −1] and I4,11 = . This is not
supported, so we can stop here with S = {[7, 7]}. 1, 11 is
not supported by the non-negative disjuncts of B −C, in fact
the induced constraints are: C − A ∈ [−7, −1] ∨ [−13, −9],
C − A ∈ [−2, 2] ∨ [−8, −6], and C − A ∈ [3, 7] ∨ [−3, −1].
They become C − A ∈ [−2, −1], and I1,11 = .
The minimal network involving only the negative constraint of B − C is: B − A ∈ [1, 1] ∨ [4, 6] ∨ [9, 11], and
B − C ∈ [−13, −5], and C − A ∈ [6, 24]. Thus the negative disjunct entirely supports the contingent constraint, so
y = ym and we can add the wait B, 7, [7, 7]. The associated constraint graph of this problem is the one of Figure 4.
Thus C can either wait for B (and then wait for the propagation of its value), or wait 7 time units after A and then
execute.

Regressions
A regression is a propagation of a wait from one constraint
to another. The wait is regressed from a executable constraint to another, but can be caused by another executable
constraint or by a contingent constraint.
Simple regression. Simple regressions involve no contingent constraints. Consider the triangular TCSP of Figure 5.
C has to wait either for B to occur or for a value belonging
to disjuncts of τ of time units to pass after A. Moreover C
has to occur [u1 , v1 ] ∨ · · · ∨ [uz , vz ] time units after D. It
follows that D must wait either for B to occur or for an
amount of time that is feasible with C − A and C − D.
Hence, if B has not occurred yet, then if we want to execute
D then D − A must be within the bounds of the constraint
on D − A obtained by computing the minimal network on
the triangle C − A ∈ τ and C − D ∈ [u1 , v1 ] ∨ · · · ∨ [uz , vz ].
γ is the intersection between this constraint and the initial
D − A constraint, g is the absolute lower bound of γ.
Lemma 4 If the simple regression causes an inconsistency
then the problem is not dynamically controllable.
Contingent regression. Consider again the triangular
TCSP of Figure 5, but now assume that C is a uncontrollable event and that C-D is a contingent event. Contingent
regression is applied only if there is a contingent constraint
involved, different from B, and if t ≥ 0.
C has to wait either for B to occur or for a value belonging
to disjuncts of τ of time units to pass after A. Moreover C
has to occur [u1 , v1 ] ∨ · · · ∨ [uz , vz ] time units after D.
Then, it follows that D must wait either for B to occur
or for an amount of time that is feasible with C − A and

The following property can be shown to hold.
Lemma 3 If an unordered reduction is applicable then a
strategy is viable and dynamic if and only if it satisﬁes the
added wait B, t, τ .
Unconditional reduction. An unconditional reduction is
applied after a new wait B, t, τ  is added to C − A. It
is applied only if t ≤ x1 . In this case we add the constraint
C −A ∈ τ ∨[x1 , +∞] to the problem, in this way we remove
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with all the possible values of C − D. Hence, if B has not
occurred yet, to execute D then D − A must be within the
bounds of the induced constraint on C − D of τ . γ is the
intersection between this induced constraint and the initial
D − A constraint; g is the absolute lower bound of γ.

case time complexity is exponential due to the complexity of
the step consisting of ﬁnding the minimal network.

Conclusion
Disjunctive Temporal Problems with Uncertainty allow expression of non-convex and non-binary temporal constraints,
and also uncontrollable time-point variables that are not under the control of the executing agent.
This paper has presented two sound and complete algorithms for checking Weak Controllability of DTPUs. The
ﬁrst algorithm needs to examine only a limited number of
scenarios, but operates only on a restricted class of problems. The second algorithm is fully general, but is more
expensive in terms of space. We then presented a complete
algorithm for testing Dynamic Controllability of TCSPUs.
The clear direction for future work is to implement the
algorithms and compare them empirically on a set of benchmark temporal problems.

Lemma 5 If the contingent regression causes an inconsistency then the problem is not dynamically controllable.
Wait reduction. A wait reduction is applied after a new
wait B0 , t0 , τ0  is added to a constraint C − A only if there
are other waits on that constraint.
Suppose there are other waits B1 , t1 , τ1  . . . Bk , tk , τk 
on C − A. Then C has to wait either for Bi to occur or for
a value belonging to disjuncts of τi for each i.
Suppose τ1 ∩ · · · ∩ τk ∩ τ0 is empty, then the projection
where for each i, Bi occurs after the absolute upper bound
of τi , cannot be mapped in a feasible solution. In fact, there
is no value for C that supports all the contingent constraints
involved in the waits. Thus we have to replace each τi with
the intersection τ1 ∩ · · · ∩ τk ∩ τ0 .
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